Activate! B1 Extra Vocabulary Tests
Test 4

1. Choose the word (A, B, C, or D) that best completes the sentence.
1 We’ve put up our … on a beautiful camp site near the river.
A tent
B stall
C parade
D carnival
2 I’ve never seen such a huge … of people in my life!
A tent
B costume
C parade
D crowd
3 I’ve been looking at the … all afternoon but I can’t decide what to buy.
A parades
B carnivals
C stalls
D stages
4 This is the first time Irene has ever seen … and she’s amazed by all the noise and colour.
A workshops
B stages
C tents
D fireworks
5 The … has been passing for hours and the children are getting a little bored.
A entertainment
B parade
C carnival
D costume
6 They’ve been trying to … money for over a year to pay for the festival.
A perform
B splash
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C massage
D raise
7 The … in Brazil has been held annually for many years.
A stage
B stall
C tent
D carnival
8 I’ve been thinking about going to the break dancing … this afternoon. Do you want to come?
A stage
B fireworks
C workshop
D queue
9 Lots of musicians and singers have been … all afternoon.
A performing
B splashing
C massaging
D raising
10 Our … are ready; I’m going as a cowboy and June is going as a fairy.
A carnivals
B costumes
C shows
D hats

Marks / 10

2. Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.
1 The festival entertainer/organiser has been working very hard all year to make the event a
success.
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2 My little girl has never seen a religious tradition/circus act before; she really likes the clowns.
3 The students have been very busy getting ready for the Shakespeare cabaret show/play.
4 Our club has held many different types of stages/events over the years to raise money.
5 The audience/spectators at the match shouted louder and louder.
6 That man over there is an actor/entertainer who has been starring in Hollywood films for years.
7 The spectators/participants in the parade have been asked to go to the end of the street.
8 The stage/festival has been set up and now everything is ready for the band this evening.
9 The audience/participants have been waiting since three for the film to begin.
10 I buy a costume/T-shirt with a photo of the band at every concert I go to.

Marks / 10

3. Choose the word (A, B, C, or D) that best completes the sentence.
1 Thousands of people visit the Cadbury’s chocolate … in Birmingham every year.
A programme
B atmosphere
C fountain
D factory
2 The children spent the day at a … where they splashed and played for hours.
A act
B park
C light
D fan
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3 Lucy has been a ballet … since she was a child and she wants to be a dancer when she grows up.
A fan
B painting
C runner
D parade
4 The audience stopped talking as the stage … slowly went off.
A tours
B costumes
C lights
D parties
5 Japan is famous for the … lights which shine in all its big cities.
A neon
B arts
C fire
D theme
6 I’ve never been to a … festival but I know they always have really good bands there.
A fire
B water
C music
D chocolate
7 She’s been working on her … costume for months; she’s going as a witch.
A theme
B break dancing
C audience
D carnival
8 Disney World has been the best known … park in the world for many years.
A cabaret
B body
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C carnival
D theme

Marks / 8

4. Choose the correct word to complete the sentences.
1 The children been behaving bad/badly, so they’re not allowed to go out and play.
2 The performers have worked very hard/hardly to be ready for the music festival on Saturday.
3 The organiser of the ballet performance quiet/quietly asked the audience to sit down when the
stage lights came on.
4 Janet has finished her exams and she’s as happy/happily as I’ve ever seen her.
5 The magician quick/quickly pulled a bunch of roses out of his pocket.
6 She sings really good/well, doesn’t she?

Marks / 6

5. Complete each sentence with the correct form of the word in capitals.
1 Please put your coats and bags …………….. by the door.

TIDY

2 They have been selling their chocolates …………….. since 1980. INTERNATIONAL
3 The children are always …………….. when they’re with their cousins.

HAPPILY

4 A couple were talking …………….. throughout the performance; it was really annoying.
LOUD
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5 The audience had been waiting …………….. for an hour when the band finally came on stage.
PATIENT
6 I’m sure my sister will …………….. pass her final exams at school. EASY

Marks / 6
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